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Abstract 1

Walking very slowly increases the time spent in the double support phase, which could 2

be resembled by the staggered stance posture. Maintaining balance in this posture is 3

important in order to continue walking safely. We therefore aimed to increase the 4

understanding of balance recovery in staggered stance. We studied balance responses on 5

joint- and muscle level to pelvis perturbations in various directions while standing in 6

this posture. Ten healthy individuals participated in this study. We used one motor 7

beside and one behind the participant to apply perturbations in mediolateral (ML), 8

anteroposterior (AP) and diagonal directions, with a magnitude of 3, 6, 9 and 12% of 9

the participant’s body weight. Meanwhile motion capture, ground reaction forces and 10

moments, and electromyography of the muscles around the ankles and hips were 11

recorded. The perturbations caused movements of the centre of mass (CoM) and centre 12

of pressure (CoP) in the direction of the perturbation. Furthermore, these were often 13

accompanied by motions in a direction different from the perturbation direction. After 14

ML perturbations and diagonal perturbations transverse to the line between both feet, 15

large and significant CoM and CoP deviations were present in the sagittal plane. Also, 16

stronger responses on joint and muscle level were present after these perturbations, 17

compared to AP and diagonal perturbations collinear with the line between both feet. 18

The hip, knee and ankle joints significantly responded to all perturbation directions, but 19

in different manners and modes of cooperation. To conclude, standing in a staggered 20

stance posture makes individuals more vulnerable to perturbations in ML direction and 21

transverse to the line between both feet, requiring larger responses on joint level as well 22

as contributions in the sagittal plane. 23

Introduction 24

Research into human biomechanics, and in particular human balance recovery after 25

perturbations, is vital to the development of technologies supporting rehabilitation of 26

individuals with movement disorders. One such technology is an exoskeleton emulating 27

a natural human gait and stance behaviour. Most exoskeletons have a slow walking 28

speed compared to normal gait. This increases the duration of the double support phase 29

during the gait cycle while decreasing the frontal stability of the user of the 30

exoskeleton [1, 2]. Successful shifting of the body weight from the trailing to the leading 31

leg during the double support phase is crucial for maintaining balance. This may be 32

jeopardized due to the prolonged duration of this phase when walking with an 33

exoskeleton [3]. Balance control in the double support phase during slow walking can be 34

approximated with a static staggered stance, in which an individual stands still with the 35

leading and trailing foot a step length and step width apart [4]. Studying the responses 36

to perturbations in this posture could improve the understanding of human balance 37

control in a staggered stance posture. 38

The ability to maintain balance is largely dependent on the size and orientation of 39

the base of support (BoS) [4, 5]. A larger BoS allows for a larger displacement of the 40

centre of pressure (CoP). This is one of the mechanisms to control balance and shown to 41

be effective in controlling the centre of mass (CoM) during double support [6,7]. In case 42

of a narrow BoS another strategy will mainly be used, being the counter-rotation 43

mechanism, induced by movement of the upper body, changing the orientation of the 44

GRF [6,8]. Coordinated hip, knee and ankle joint moments can redirect the ground 45

reaction force (GRF) and modulate the CoP position in order to control the (CoM) and 46

whole body angular momentum [9]. The staggered stance posture, with a large 47

anteroposterior (AP) BoS, will allow for an effective use of the ankle strategy in the 48

sagittal plane and for a large AP weight shift. However, maintaining balance in the 49
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frontal plane might be more challenging, since there is limited space for CoP 50

modulation and weight shift. 51

Staggered stance is a hybrid of tandem and parallel stance [10]. In parallel stance, 52

where the feet are next to each other, unperturbed sagittal plane balance is dominated 53

by modulations of the ankle moments. For the frontal plane hip ab- and adduction 54

moments realize the major contribution to balance. Contrarily, during quiet tandem 55

stance, in which one foot is in front of the other, the hips account for the dominant 56

balance response in the sagittal plane through flexion and extension. Mediolateral (ML) 57

stability during tandem stance is predominantly governed by ankle in- and eversion with 58

a smaller contribution from the hip ab- and adduction [4]. Standing in a staggered 59

stance posture combines various of the balance responses and sensitivities of the tandem 60

and parallel stance [4, 10,11]. It also allows for more possibilities to recover balance in 61

both the sagittal and frontal plane, compared to the tandem or parallel stance, which 62

often has stronger mechanical constraints in either of the planes [10]. A study of 63

postural sway during unperturbed staggered stance shows that for balance in the 64

sagittal plane the ankle joint must cancel out a destabilizing hip load/unload balance 65

mechanism [4]. This is unlike the frontal plane, were the hip and ankle joint reinforce 66

each other to maintain balance [4, 11,12]. Overall, for a staggered stance posture with 67

naturally the most weight on the trailing leg, individuals tend to use balance strategies 68

more similar to those used in parallel stance [10], while the CoP variability increased in 69

the ML direction [4, 11]. 70

Extensive research has been done to analyze human balance recovery after balance 71

perturbations such as: multi-directional surface translations [8, 13–15], external forces 72

applied to the pelvis [12,16–20], visual perturbations [11] and self induced 73

perturbations [21], in parallel or tandem stance. These studies give insights into the use 74

of the hip, knee and ankle joints in order to maintain balance. The studies by Henry et 75

al. [13] and Matjacic et al. [16] showed that, while standing in a parallel stance, 76

diagonal perturbations provoke the largest joint and muscle responses. This large 77

response is caused by a combination of the responses to an AP and ML 78

perturbation [13,16]. Various studies also showed that responses in both the frontal and 79

the sagittal plane can be observed after perturbations in a single plane [11,13,16,21]. 80

For example tibialis anterior and rectus femoris activity after ML perturbations and 81

adductor longus activity after anterior perturbations [13]. Lee et al. [21] showed a 82

dependency of the response on the stance posture as well [21]. After self induced 83

backward perturbations they showed that individuals had larger ML CoP displacement 84

while standing in staggered stance, compared to parallel stance [21]. These studies have 85

shown a coupling between the frontal and sagittal plane. However, it is not clear yet 86

how balance recovery strategies in multiple planes are used after perturbations from 87

different directions, while standing in staggered stance. 88

In this study we aim to establish how hip, knee and ankle joints responses contribute 89

and co-operate in balance recovery after pelvis perturbations in various directions while 90

standing in a staggered stance. Since the size and orientation of the BoS largely affect 91

the risk of losing balance, the staggered stance posture influences the sensitivity to 92

certain perturbation directions. Individuals will be more vulnerable to perturbations in 93

the direction where the BoS is the smallest, which is in the ML direction and in the 94

direction transverse to the line between both feet. It is hypothesized that motions in the 95

sagittal plane will play an important role after all perturbation directions. Because of 96

the staggered stance posture there will be a coupling between the motions in both the 97

sagittal and frontal plane, allowing for balance recovery contributions from the sagittal 98

to the frontal plane and vice versa. Since the BoS in the sagittal plane is the largest, 99

the joints can induce larger modulations in the CoP and horizontal GRF, facilitating an 100

efficient recovery of the CoM. 101
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Materials and methods 102

Participants 103

This research was approved by the local ethical committee and all participants signed 104

an informed consent form in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki before 105

participating in the study. Ten participants, five female and five male, with no known 106

history of neurological, muscular or orthopedic problems participated in this study. The 107

participants had an average (±SD) age of 23.6 ± 2.9 years, height of 1.76 ± 0.05m, leg 108

length of 0.91 ± 0.06m measured from the ground to the trochanter major and weight 109

of 69.8 ± 7.8 kg. 110

Setup 111

The experiments were carried out on a split-belt treadmill (custom YMill, Motek 112

medical, Culemborg, The Netherlands), with the belts standing still. Two force plates 113

were present beneath the belts for the measurement of GRFs and moments. Two 114

motors (SMH60, MOOG, Nieuw-Vennep, The Netherlands) were placed on the rear and 115

side of the treadmill, see the top-down view in Fig 1a. The participants wore a modified 116

universal hip abduction brace (Distrac Wellcare, Hoegaarden, Belgium; weight 1 kg) 117

which was attached to the motors via horizontal carbon rods and a lever arm of 0.3m. 118

Load cells (Model LR350 FUTEK, Los Angeles, CA, USA) where positioned in the 119

horizontal rods, to measure and control the applied forces. The motors were controlled 120

via the main computer (Linux, Ubuntu 16.04 LTS) and seven secundary devices: four 121

Beckhoff modules (three analog input and one analog output, Beckhoff Automation 122

GmbH, Germany), Haptic control unit (Moog PC CB79047-401 HCU, Nieuw-Vennep, 123

The Netherlands) and two motor drives (Moog MSD 3200 Servo Drive, Nieuw-Vennep, 124

The Netherlands). An admittance controller was used to minimize the interaction forces 125

during standing and to track the desired forces at the moment a perturbation was given. 126

A detailed description of this controller can be found in [22]. A screen was positioned in 127

front of the treadmill, which was used to give the participant feedback on the position of 128

their CoM and feet as well as the desired CoM position (see section ‘Experimental 129

protocol - Control position centre of mass’ for more details). 130

Fig 1. Experimental setup. A) Schematic top-down view of the setup, with one
motor (side) placed to the right of the participant, and the other motor (rear) placed
posterior to the participant. The orange arrows indicate the 8 perturbation directions.
A = anterior, P = posterior, M = medial, L = lateral, AM = anterior-medial, AL =
anterior-lateral, PM = posterior-medial, PL = posterior-lateral. A screen is placed
directly in front of the participant displaying the position of their feet and CoM as well
as the desired CoM position in real-time. B) Feedback presented on the screen.
Top-down view of the participant’s feet, depicted with the rectangles and the yellow dot
presenting the CoM. The black dashed circle is the target CoM position.

Data collection 131

Kinematic marker data was acquired using an 8-camera infrared motion capture system 132

(Oqus 600+, Qualysis, Götenborg, Sweden). The data was recorded at 128Hz with the 133

Qualysis Track Manager software (QTM, Qualysis, Götenborg, Sweden). In total six 134

marker clusters were used on: the right and left shank and thigh, the sternum and on 135

the front of the pelvis brace. Twenty-three individual markers were placed on bony 136

landmarks using double-sided tape: on the 7th cervical vertebra and the right and left 137
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calcaneus, 1st and 5th metatarsal heads, toes, medial and lateral malleoli, medial and 138

lateral epicondyles of the femur, anterior and posterior superior iliac spine and acromia. 139

The analog data measured by the force plates and EMG electrodes (Delsys Bagnoli, 140

Natrick, USA) were recorded via an analog interface (Kistler 5695A DAQ) at 2048Hz, 141

synchronised with the motion capture data. Twelve wired surface EMG electrodes were 142

placed according to the Seniam guidelines on the following muscles of the right and left 143

leg: gluteus medius (mGMe), gluteus maximus (mGMa), adductor magnus (mAM), 144

soleus (mSOL), tibialis anterior (mTA) and peroneus longus (mPL) [23]. The 145

interaction forces between the participant and the motors were recorded at 1000Hz, via 146

the computer controlling the motors. This computer was also sending a synchronisation 147

signal, which was recorded via the analog interface, to synchronise the kinematic data 148

with the forces. 149

Experimental protocol 150

Participant preparation 151

The reflective markers and marker clusters were attached to the participant, along with 152

the wired EMG electrodes. Before starting the experiment the maximum voluntary 153

contraction (MVC) was recorded, by performing a muscle-specific exercise for each 154

individual muscle. The participant wore a safety harness (Honor, FBH-10) to prevent 155

injury in case of a fall. 156

Staggered stance posture 157

During the experiment, participants stood still on the treadmill in a staggered stance, 158

with the right foot in the leading position. The locations where the participant had to 159

place their feet were marked on the treadmill. The step width and length were based on 160

the average step width (0.15m) and length (0.40m) during walking at 0.5m s−1 [24]. 161

These measures were scaled with a factor determined by the participant’s leg length (l) 162

with respect to the average leg length lav = 0.91 m from Wu et al. [24]: 163

Scale factor = l/lav. Participants were asked to stand up straight with the arms 164

crossed over their torso to prevent contributions of arm swing to the balance recovery 165

and to avoid collision between the participant’s arm and the rod on the side. 166

Participants were also requested to stand with their knees slightly bent to prevent 167

locking of the knee joint. They were instructed to refrain from stabilizing themselves by 168

using the bars on the sides of the treadmill, unless this was really necessary and a side 169

step did not suffice. 170

Control position centre of mass 171

To control the initial posture of the participant, perturbations were only given when the 172

participant’s CoM was within a certain target position for at least 3 s. In order to 173

assume this position, the participants received feedback of their CoM and feet position 174

as well as the target CoM position via the screen in front of them. To generate this 175

feedback the force plate and marker data were used in real time via a connection 176

between the QTM SDK and a Python GUI. Since the participants were standing still, 177

we used the CoP location as a representation of the particpants’s CoM. Fig 1b shows a 178

screenshot of what the participants saw on the screen, representing a top-down view of 179

the positions of the feet and CoM. The locations of the rectangles, representing the feet, 180

were based on the position data of the 1st and 5th metatarsi together with the calcanei. 181

The CoM target position approximates the halfway point during the double support 182

phase, when the participants shift their weight from the trailing foot to the leading foot. 183
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A margin with a radius of 3 cm was taken around this point and displayed as a circle on 184

the screen. 185

Perturbations 186

Pelvis perturbations were given in 8 different directions: anterior (A), posterior (P), 187

medial (M), lateral (L) and diagonally anterior-medial (AM), anterior-lateral (AL), 188

posterior-medial (PM) and posterior-lateral (PL), shown in Fig 1a. The perturbations 189

were given at 4 different magnitudes (3%, 6%, 9% and 12% of the participant’s body 190

weight) and lasted for 150ms. The perturbations were given when the participant’s 191

CoM was within the target for a random time between 3 and 5 s. Each participant 192

performed 8 trials, containing each unique perturbation (direction and magnitude) once 193

in a randomised order (8 x 4 = 32 perturbations per trial). In total this resulted in 256 194

perturbations per participant. 195

Data processing 196

Pre-processing 197

Using the QTM software the recorded marker trajectories were labeled and all missing 198

samples were filled with the polynomial gap filling tool. Further processing was done 199

with Matlab (2022a, MathWorks). The marker and force plate data were filtered with a 200

zero phase 4th order 10Hz low pass Butterworth filter. OpenSim 4.2 was used to scale 201

the generic 23 segment model (gait2392) for each participant [25]. The inverse 202

kinematics, analyze and inverse dynamics tools of OpenSim were used to obtain the 203

joint torques, and positions and velocities of each segment and the total body. The 204

EMG amplifier (Delsys) had a build in filter, filtering the data to a 20-450Hz bandwith. 205

We detrended the data by subtracting the mean. This was followed by a zero phase 1st 206

order 48-52Hz Butterworth bandstop filter, rectification and zero phase 2nd order 10Hz 207

Butterworth low-pass filter. The EMG data of each muscle was normalized to the 208

maximum value of the corresponding muscle recorded during the MVC. 209

Data selection 210

As we were interested in assessing balance recovery strategies within the double support 211

phase, all balance responses that involved taking a step were removed from the data. A 212

step was identified when the following events were detected: 1) After a perturbation, for 213

a duration of at least 0.04 s the vertical component of the GRF of one of the belts was 214

lower than the threshold value of 20N; 2) There was a change of at least 0.05m of the 215

toe and 5th metatarsus marker of the corresponding foot. 216

Outcome measures 217

To indicate the balance sensitivity to the different perturbation magnitudes and 218

directions, the number of steps for each perturbation condition were counted and 219

expressed as the % of the total number of perturbations of the corresponding condition. 220

To quantify the rate of the response, the time to the point of return was defined. This 221

was expressed as the time from the instant the perturbation started until the CoM 222

velocity in both the AP and ML directions was reversed into the direction of the 223

starting position. A range of the first 1.5 s after the start of a perturbation was selected 224

for the following outcome measures: CoP position, CoM position, EMG activity, and 225

joint moments. To determine the maximum deviation of the CoP and CoM position for 226

both the AP and ML directions, the largest deviation with respect to their starting 227

position were considered within the 1.5 s window. For the EMG activity and joint 228
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moment outcome measures the mean value was taken over this range. Averages have 229

been taken over the 8 repetitions of each perturbation condition (direction and 230

magnitude) within each participant, followed by an average across all participants. 231

Baseline measures were taken for the EMG activity and joint moments over 1 s before 232

the start of the perturbation. For the baseline value averages have been taken over all 233

repetitions within each participant, followed by an average across all participants. 234

Statistics 235

The effect of the perturbations on the various outcome measures was assessed with linear 236

mixed models. This analysis was performed in R4.2.0 (R Core Team, 2021, Vienna, 237

Austria). For each perturbation direction separately, linear mixed models were fitted for 238

the following outcome measures: maximum deviation of AP CoM, ML CoM, AP CoP 239

and ML CoP, EMG of the mSOL, mTA, mPL, mGMa, mGMe and mAM of the leading 240

(right) and trailing (left) leg, and the joint moments of the ankle in-/eversion and 241

plantar-/dorsiflexion, knee flexion/extension, hip flexion/extension and ab-/adduction 242

and lumbar bending and extension. The perturbation magnitudes were added as a fixed 243

effect and for the intercept and slope, random effects were included to take into account 244

the participant effects. The main effects were tested with a significance level of α = 0.05 245

using the Wald t-test with a Kenward-Roger correction for the degrees of freedom. 246

Results 247

Effect perturbations 248

The staggered stance posture resulted in a weight distribution of 60.3% on the trailing 249

leg. After strong perturbations transverse to the line between both feet (this will further 250

be used to refer to the following perturbations: M, L, AM and PL), participants had to 251

take a step to recover balance more often compared to the perturbations approaching 252

collinearity with the line between both feet (further used for the A, P, AL and PM 253

perturbations). For the 12% magnitude perturbations this was sometimes in more than 254

60% of the perturbations, Fig 2a. Therefore this perturbation magnitude was removed 255

from the rest of the analysis. In addition, the analysis of the time to the point of return 256

demonstrated that the participants were challenged most by the perturbations 257

transverse to the line between both feet. The time to the point of return increased with 258

the perturbation magnitude, up to 0.8 s for the strongest perturbations in these 259

directions, Fig 2b. This effect was less present for the perturbations collinear with the 260

line between both feet, for which the time to the point of return stayed around 0.4-0.5 s. 261

For all perturbations it holds that after the the end of the perturbation it took some 262

extra time before the CoM started to move in the direction of the starting position 263

Fig 2. Effect perturbation on stepping and time to point of return. All based
on group averages. A) The percentage of the perturbations in each direction and
magnitude after which a step was required. B) Time needed to reach the point of return
for each perturbation magnitude and direction.

The perturbations induced a motion of the CoM in the direction of the perturbation, 264

Fig 3. If the perturbations were transverse to the line between both feet the total CoM 265

deviations were larger compared to those after perturbations collinear with the line 266

between both feet. For almost all perturbation directions, increasing the perturbation 267

magnitude significantly effected the CoM deviation in both the ML and AP direction 268

(detailed outcomes in the form of time series and complete results of the statistical tests 269
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can be found in the supplementary material, S1 Fig and S1 Table). This means that the 270

perturbation also affects the plane perpendicular to the perturbation plane. This was 271

the case except for A perturbations, after which the CoM deviation did not significantly 272

change in ML direction. Especially for perturbations in ML direction, a clear response 273

was present in the sagittal plane in terms of CoM and CoP positioning. After M 274

perturbations the CoM was brought more forward, while after L perturbations the CoM 275

was brought backward. Generally the CoP followed a trajectory surrounding the CoM, 276

allowing to steer the CoM back to the starting position. After the perturbations 277

collinear with the line between both feet the CoP trajectory made a large deviation, 278

making use of the size of the BoS and enabling the quick return towards the initial 279

condition as shown in Fig 2. For the perturbations transverse to the line between both 280

feet the CoP trajectory was limited by the BoS boundaries.

Fig 3. Top-down view CoM and CoP Top-down view of the centre of mass (CoM
in red) and centre of pressure (CoP in blue) trajectories after a 9% magnitude
perturbation given in the direction indicated in the middle of the figure. A trajectory of
1.5 s is presented, with the start of the perturbation (t = 0 s) indicated with a dot and
the end of the perturbation with a perpendicular line. The shaded area indicates the
base of support. The presented results are the averages across all participants.

281

Muscle level response 282

Due to the asymmetrical position of the feet in staggered stance, we observed different 283

muscle responses in the trailing and leading leg to the same perturbations, Fig 4. The 284

muscles acting around the ankle, the mSOL, mTA and mPL, exhibited a stronger 285

response in the more loaded trailing leg compared to the leading leg. Conversely, the 286

muscles around the hip, the mGMa and mGMe of the leading leg showed more 287

prominent activations compared to those of the trailing leg. Overall, the upper and 288

lower leg muscles of both legs showed a minimal response to perturbations in the A and 289

P direction, compared to other directions. The perturbations applied in the directions 290

transverse to the line between both feet elicited the largest reactions in all measured 291

muscles. 292

For both legs the mPL, inducing plantarflexion and eversion and the mTA inducing 293

dorsiflexion of the ankles, showed significant activations after perturbations in almost 294

all directions, with the most prominent response seen after L and PL perturbations. 295

The mSOL, inducing plantarflexion, exhibited a larger difference between the trailing 296

and leading leg. The trailing leg mSOL had the largest response to predominantly M 297

and AM perturbations. While the mSOL of the leading leg had a much smaller response 298

but significant for a larger range of perturbation directions. 299

Within the same leg, the mGMe, a hip abductor, and mGMa, a hip extensor, showed 300

similar reactions for the same perturbation directions. The gluteus muscles of the 301

leading leg showed large significant activation patterns after perturbations in the L and 302

PL directions. In comparison, the gluteus muscles of the trailing leg showed smaller 303

responses overall, but they were significant for almost all directions except the A 304

direction. Hip adductor mAM of both legs showed an opposite reaction to the same 305

perturbations, with the strongest activations after perturbations transverse to the line 306

between both feet. 307

Joint moment response 308

The strongest and most significant joint contributions were observed after perturbations 309

transverse to line between both feet, Fig 5. The lumbar joint mainly contributed in the 310
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Fig 4. Normalised muscle activity. Muscle activations over the first 1.5 s after the
perturbations given in the different directions. The results are presented for the trailing
(= left) leg and leading (= right) leg. The line colour and style indicate the
perturbation magnitudes. The blue circular arcs around the polar plots indicate
whether there is a significant effect of the perturbation on the outcome measure with p
< 0.05. All results are based on the averages across all participants.

frontal plane by creating a bending moment, while hardly any significant contributions 311

were shown in the sagittal plane by lumbar extension. In the frontal plane the strongest 312

joint contributions came from the loaded trailing leg. The hip ab- and adduction 313

moments showed opposite responses in the in- and decrease of the abduction moment 314

for the trailing and leading leg, contributing to bringing the upper body back to the 315

starting position in ML direction. This was done together with an in- or decrease of the 316

ankle inversion of the trailing foot after M and AM or L and PL perturbations 317

respectively. Meanwhile there was no contribution of the ankle in- and eversion of the 318

leading leg. 319

In the sagittal plane the ankle, knee and hip joints of both the trailing and leading 320

leg significantly contributed to the recovery after various perturbation directions. 321

Perturbations transverse to the line between both feet strongly increased the hip 322

extension moment of the leading leg. For the trailing leg a strong increase of the hip 323

flexion moment was only seen after perturbations in L and PL directions. Symmetric 324

responses in the change of the flexion/extension and plantar/dorsiflexion moments were 325

seen in the knees and ankles respectively of both the trailing and leading leg. Especially 326

after perturbations transverse to the line between both feet a strong increase (after M 327

and AM perturbations) and reduction (after L and PL perturbations) of the ankle 328

plantar flexion moment were presented.

Fig 5. Joint moments. Joint moments of the lumbar, hip, knee and ankle joint in the
frontal and sagittal plane in Nm. The mean value over the first 1.5 s, is shown for each
perturbation magnitude and direction and the baseline during standing in the staggered
stance posture. The line colour and style indicate the perturbation magnitudes. The
blue circular arcs around the polar plots indicate whether there is a significant effect of
the perturbation on the outcome measure with p < 0.05. The gray background
indicates a negative value. All results are based on the averages across all participants.

329

Discussion 330

This study aimed to establish how activations of the hip, knee and ankle joints in 331

multiple directions contribute and co-operate in balance recovery after pelvis 332

perturbations in various directions while standing in a staggered stance. As reported 333

before by others, the effect of the perturbations on the maintenance of balance was 334

clearly influenced by the dimensions of the BoS [4, 6, 11]. While standing in a staggered 335

stance this made the individuals more sensitive to perturbations given in the ML and 336

diagonal directions, transverse to the line between both feet. This higher sensitivity was 337

reflected in a larger number of steps that needed to be taken, a longer time to the point 338

of return, larger deviations of the CoM and stronger responses on muscle and joint level, 339

compared to perturbations in line with the BoS. 340

After pure M or L perturbations, the CoM did not only deviate in ML direction, but 341

also a significant AP motion was present. Remarkably, instead of moving the CoM away 342

from the edges of the BoS, the CoM was brought more forward after the M 343
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perturbations and backward after the L perturbations, bringing the CoM closer to the 344

BoS boundaries. Besides the fact that this might feel counter-intuitive, it was also 345

contrary to what initially could be expected based on the presented ankle 346

plantar-/dorsiflexion moments and contributing muscle activity. However, an 347

explanation for this resulting CoM motion could be that it does assist in bringing the 348

weight distribution back to the original situation [26]. After the M perturbations the 349

ankle response resembled the ankle push-off during gait reported by Kim et al. [27]. 350

Based on simulations they showed how the ankle push-off can contribute to ML balance 351

during walking [27]. The combination of hip and knee flexion and extension moments 352

contributed to achieving the presented CoM motion, which seems opposite to the 353

findings of Winter et al. [4], during unperturbed staggered stance. They reported a 354

counteraction between the ankle and hip as well, however the other way around, such 355

that the ankle had to compensate for an inappropriate hip contribution. 356

Another remarkable finding after perturbations in L, PL and AM direction are the 357

oscillations in the CoP trajectory. While checking the individual repetitions, oscillations 358

were present as well, together with a larger variety of shapes of the CoP trajectories. 359

The reason these perturbations resulted in these oscillations and larger variety, could be 360

because the total CoP position is largely dependent on the loading and unloading of 361

both legs [28]. If a perturbation brings the CoM close to the edge of the BoS, the 362

participant might be close to the point that a step is needed for balance recovery. 363

Preparations for making a step involve a weight shift towards the future stance leg. 364

However if this is not needed in the end, it could result in a fast alternating weight shift 365

between both feet. 366

In general, perturbations collinear with the line between both feet provoked smaller 367

responses on joint level, compared to those transverse to the line between both feet. At 368

the same time the excursion of the CoP was large, keeping the CoM deviations small. 369

Especially responses in the frontal plane were small and not always significant after the 370

perturbations collinear with the line between both feet, suggesting a weaker coupling 371

between the sagittal and frontal plane compared to the perturbations transverse to the 372

line between both feet. O’Connor et al. [11] extensively reported sensitivities after 373

visual ML and AP perturbations during walking, normal stance and tandem stance. 374

Our findings, while standing in a posture in between normal and tandem stance, 375

revealed sensitivities similar to those reported by O’Connor et al. during walking and 376

tandem stance [11]. This is probably because the shape and direction of the BoS during 377

these postures correspond most with those during staggered stance. 378

Our outcomes might have been affected by the fact that standing in a staggered 379

stance reflecting double support is not a posture people would often take naturally. 380

Therefore firstly the opposed posture could have felt uncomfortable for the participants 381

and might have affected the observed responses. Secondly, all perturbations were only 382

applied with the right foot leading. Recommendations for future research would be to 383

investigate the balance response in a staggered stance with the left leg leading as well, 384

since the balance response of an individual could be influenced by the position of their 385

dominant foot [5, 28]. Lastly, the participants were asked to cross their arms over their 386

abdomen to prevent them from using arm swing as balance strategy. Swinging the arms 387

and grabbing the adjacent rails as a reflex could assist in a natural balance response. 388

This may have led to a psychological influence on the necessity of stepping. Besides, 389

with the used setup it was also not possible to leave the arms along the body because of 390

the rod connection with the motor on the side. 391

The obtained results give insights in balance recovery during staggered stance, a 392

posture which becomes important while walking very slowly. Even-though the staggered 393

stance posture might not be the most natural position, there are scenarios in which it 394

becomes important to maintain balance in this posture. For example when walking very 395
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slowly or while wearing a lower limb exoskeleton due to a movement disorder. Therefore 396

the results of this study provide fundamental insights into balance properties and 397

abilities in this posture. This could facilitate improvement of future designs of 398

exoskeleton controllers that assist paraplegics during walking. 399

Conclusion 400

While standing in staggered stance, pelvis perturbations transverse to the line between 401

both feet required strong joint responses in order to maintain balance. Reactions in 402

both the frontal and sagittal planes contributed to the recovery of these perturbations. 403

In contrast, perturbations collinear with the line between both feet revealed smaller 404

responses and less coupling between responses in the sagittal and frontal plane. 405
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